Celebrating Arts....and an Anniversary!!
O.O.A.K.
(One Of A Kind) Earrings
I love making one-of-a-kind pieces of
jewelry. It’s so much fun to start with a unique
set of stones and design a pair of earrings that
brings out the brilliant aspects and qualities of
those stones. And don’t you love to have
beautiful, unique jewelry? If you see a pair you
like though, don’t wait because they do tend to
find a home quickly.

First Friday Happenings - Aug. 4th
August 4th we will be “Celebrating the
Arts in Ballston Spa!” -- and you all
know we celebrate the arts in B. Spa
everyday!!! The Outdoor Family
Movie Series will be “Finding Dory”
showing at Wiswall Park at 8:30
pm. And there will be a scavenger
hunt with participating businesses to
find hidden Dorys!! In the shop we
will be featuring Mindful Stitches and
Captured Light Photography! Stop by
and See Amy's new Quilt pieces!!
They are stunning!! And Eric's
beautifully refreshing Waterfalls and
Blossoming Botanicals!!!
And fresh yummy eats...Sundried
tomato spread with fresh basil and
Raspberry Iced tea!

Mindful Stitches by Amy Thomas
We love having Amy’s quilts in our
shop!!! They are beautifully crafted
with impressive quilting and
wonderful colors. I just love that she
incorporates spirals into all of her
quilting. Truly meaningful works of
art, Amy’s quilts are a perfect addition
to any space.

Corina Celebrates Her 40th Anniversary!!!
In 1977 Corina took her first class in jewelry design and silversmithing at the Shelburne
Craft School in Vermont. Through the years Corina has designed so many pieces of
jewelry. In honor of her 40th anniversary she will be offering a limited quantity of pieces
inspired by some of her original designs. Look for them on Facebook and Instagram this
month!

Shop our on-line shop anytime!
Find a great collection of earrings,
necklaces, rings and bracelets. New
pieces added weekly!!

Visit our on-line shop!

